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Introduction 
 
Hopefully, you are beginning to see your Asset Map taking form. In 
Week 1 we introduced the idea, in Week 2 we began looking for 
assets, particularly in local businesses and in physical assets. Now 
we will continue the treasure hunt! This week we will introduce two 
more Asset Categories: Institutions and Associations. Remember 
the Asset Map is only a representation of the relationships you are 
forming. Relationships are fluid, so the Asset Map should be too. Be 
sure to update or change what you have added as you see fit. 
 

In our previous Labs, we anticipated all the practices taking about a 
week to accomplish. This may be harder to do in Lab 3. Be patient 
with yourself and don’t give up. It may take longer than a week to 
arrange a visit to a local business, meet with the owner, and find a 
way to share their story. If you have some overlap from the last 
week just keep at it and find ways to share the work with the other 
folks in your group. Creating this Asset Map is a community project! 
 

Story 
 
An Asset Map is always a resource you can call upon. At times it 
may seem pointless, but just keep it handy because with time it will 
serve your community well. 

 

Here’s a case and point: 
Several months ago, 
ClearTalk Cellular, located 
in California, contacted the 
neighborhood association 
in SoCe. The company 
had purchased an 
abandoned lot to build a 
cell tower on it. They saw 
an opportunity to use this 
land wisely by allowing 
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people to organize a community garden on the land. Catherine was 
contacted because she has experience with community gardens. 
She recognized that this was an opportunity to call on the assets of 
the neighborhood to shape this project. Rather than single-
handedly leading the effort, she began to reach out to nonprofits, 
churches, and businesses in the neighborhood who care about the 
neighborhood and growing food. By bringing together these 
community assets it moved from being ClearTalk’s project, or 
Catherine’s project, to being a neighborhood project. Because of 
these community voices, ClearTalk owns the land, but 75% of the 
property will be used as the neighborhood sees best. Here is a list 
of the key players (so you can see different assets at work) 
 

It started with an outside resource. Clear Talk, a business that is 
not within the neighborhood is willing to be leveraged by the 
community for the greater good. 
 

Associations 

Neighborhood Association - a volunteer group of folks who care 
about the neighborhood and are willing to be the contact point for a 
business like ClearTalk. 
 

Institutions 

Legacy GardenWorks - a nonprofit organization in the 
neighborhood that provides job opportunities for at-risk youth, 
allowing them to learn gardening skills, grow healthy food, and 
strengthen their resume. 
Neighborhood Schools - will have the opportunity to adopt beds at 
the garden where they can learn gardening skills and connect with 
other groups from across the neighborhood. 
Individuals - folks who live nearby who like to garden but need good 
space to do so, will have the opportunity to manage a bed if they 
want to. 
SoCe Life - Catherine as an employee of SoCe Life is using our 
neighborhood asset map and serving as the connector by 
connecting the people who care about gardening. 
 

Local Businesses 

Local Businesses - such as the hardware store, and local 
restaurants who will have the opportunity to manage a bed in the 
garden, growing food that could be used in their restaurants if they 
so desire. 
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Physical Assets 

The empty lot - which once looked like a liability is now being seen 
differently. It is now a connection point for folks from across the 
neighborhood to connect and grow food. 
 

The neighborhood garden is still in the planning process, and ultimately it 
may not work out. Nevertheless, even the work that has already been 
done in preparation has been beneficial as Catherine has reached out to 
all these different assets in the neighborhood. Because of the Asset Map 
Catherine had a tangible way of leveraging the relationships. Plus, when 
she called each group or individual to participate the relationships 
deepened and so did the social capital of the community. 
 

Without an asset map and someone looking for connections the story 
could go very differently. Perhaps something like this: 
 

A Big Business contacts Organization (neighborhood association or 
church) and offers use of the lot of land. Organization looks within itself to 
the volunteer base. 1 person says they’ll do it, another person says, 
“maybe.” A year later that 1 person spends every Saturday at the garden 
alone, frustrated to be saddled with a project no one else cares about. 
The “maybe” person has given up. It is another volunteer-vacuum that 
gets added to the list of frustrating needs for the Organization. 
  

Why 
 
As mentioned in Week 3.1 there are six categories of assets contained in 
a community. This week we are learning about institutions and 
associations. Our biggest fear in this project is that churches would turn 
the Asset Map into a data collection process. The goal isn’t to have 
complete and comprehensive data. The goal is to initiate authentic 
relationships with the people who are a part of the institutions and 
associations you are calling upon. Focus on the relationships and you will 
have plenty of data along the way. 
 
Institutions - are organizations with a 
purpose or mission and paid staff to make 
sure the purpose is fulfilled. Institutions 
such as nonprofits, schools, libraries, 
museums, and churches have a purpose, 
they care about something. In the midst of 
sustaining their organization and fulfilling 
their mission, they will sometimes struggle 
to connect with other community assets. 
Nevertheless, they are an important asset 
in our communities. They bring stability, 
jobs, structure, knowledge and other 
resources to our communities. By finding 
ways to help the community become aware of these institutions we can 
increase the community support of the institutions and also increase the 
public awareness of what these institutions can provide to the community. 
Institutions are often excited to be able to share their message and 
connect with more people. They just need a platform. We differentiate 
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institutions from associations because they have paid staff dedicated to 
their mission. This brings a different level of accountability and 
priorities for the institution. 
 
Associations - are voluntary 
groups of people (as small as 2 
or 3 folks) who come together 
around a common interest. 
Associations can help to 
amplify the power of the 
individual. These can range all 
the way from a neighborhood 
association to a weekly poker 
club.  
 

Associations are powerful 
because they amplify the power 
of the individual through 
relationships. A person could 
stay home and name their idea 
and receive no traction with it. 
But if they go to their Bunko group and (in the midst of playing) share 
their idea, now there are other people who might collaborate with them 
to address it. While associations are surprisingly important for a 
community, they are also harder to find and track. By searching for 
them, the church can help reveal their greater power to the rest of the 
community. Often churches already have many associations within 
their community. Every Bible study, knitting club, and mowing crew 
could be associations in your neighborhood. 
 

As we map the associations it becomes possible to help people who 
are disconnected from the community to find meaningful places to plug 
in and begin building relationships. Once again, these types of 
connections reduce social isolation and increase civic health. 
. 
 

Fishes and Loaves 

 

In the Matthew version of Jesus feeding the 5000, there is a word used 
that gets translated into the NRSV as “the deserted place”. I’ve seen it 
translated a few other ways too: the lonely place, the isolated place, 
the distant place. Either way, it is clear that the story of this location is 
one of scarcity. The word gets used twice, once by the gospel writer as 
he sets the stage and then again as the disciples come to Jesus and 
say, “This is a deserted place, and the hour is now late; send the 
crowds away so that they may go into the villages and buy food for 
themselves.” The disciples had a particular narrative of that place and 
time. In their eyes, it was a place deserted and full of scarcity. 
 

Imagine the visual shift that took place as the people sat down together 
and began eating. Suddenly the “deserted place” was the site of 5000 
people plus women and children enjoying a feast so bountiful it 
produced baskets of leftovers. Anyone showing up mid-meal would 
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probably have had a different way of describing that place. 
 

Asset Mapping requires a perspective shift. We have to intentionally look 
at places with the abundant eyes of Jesus. Even the places that seem 
deserted! 
 

Experiment 
 

This week your experiment is to explore the institutions and associations 
within your church’s neighborhood. As always there are three options: 
Doable, Intentional, and Transformational. Be sure to work with the group 
you are meeting to share the load. Just one of these Transformational 
steps may take you the entire 6 weeks...and that is OK. 
 
Institutions 
Doable: Review the description of the institutions in the “Why” section this 
week. Then make a list of the non-profits, government institutions, 
schools, and churches. Add their name and description to the Asset Map. 
 

Intentional: Of the list you made, pick one that peaks your curiosity. Give 
them a call and set up an interview with someone from the organization. 
We’ve put an interview guide at the back of this week’s material to help 
guide your conversation. 
 

Transformational: Find a way to connect the organization you learned 
about to the larger community. If you are planning a block party, consider 
inviting the organization to participate in a meaningful way. 
 
Associations 
Doable: Create a list of the associations that exist within your church. 
Often, churches are leaders in creating associations. When you are 
creating your list include any group of 3 or more people that meet around 
a common interest.   
 

Intentional: Remember associations do not have staff, so they are often 
run by dedicated volunteers. This also means they are harder to get a 
hold of. Be patient, but persistent. Once you find someone, interview them about their purpose. An 
interview guide is available at the back of this week’s materials. 
 

Transformational: Go and participate in one of the associations that you found interesting. Maybe you 
won’t join their group forever, but allow yourself to be open to the experience. After you’ve visited their 
group look for ways to connect them with your growing asset map. If you are having a block party invite 
them to share their group’s talent at the gathering. 

 

Tell us your 

story. 

 

Join the online 

discussion by 

liking our     

Facebook 

page. 

 

facebook.com/
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Reflection 
Here are a few questions for reflection. You may want to write down your thoughts in a journal, or find a 

trusted friend and discuss these questions with each other. This will prepare you for conversation and 

activities in your weekly small group gathering.  

1. What is the current way that your church supports, or doesn’t support the institutions and local assets 
in the neighborhood? 

2. Imagine you have already done the work of connecting. What ways can you imagine those 
relationships adding good to the community? 

3. What resistance did you experience this week?  
4. What things did might you have to unlearn to become a connector church? 
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Institutions Interview Guide 
 
You can read the following paragraph or rework it in your own words: 

 

Say: I am from (insert church name), our church and your organization are in the same 
neighborhood. We are creating an Asset Map of our neighborhood’s businesses, organizations, and 
individuals. The goal of the Asset Map is to promote the positive parts of our neighborhood and con-
nect the people who live and work here so that the neighborhood can become stronger. If you’re 
willing I’d love to ask you a few questions about your organization. It won’t take more than 5 
minutes. 

 

Start by looking at their website. You might be able to find a lot of information out before you talk to the institu-
tion, plus they will appreciate that you’ve already checked them out! 
 

Name of Institution: 
 

Primary Contact Information 

Name: 
Phone: 
Email: 
Business Address: 

 

What is your organization's history? 

What is your mission? What service do you provide? 

How can the neighborhood support you in your work? 

Are you connected to any other organizations in the neighborhood that we should interview? 

What is the best kept secret about your business you’d like the neighborhood to know? 

Association Interview Guide 
 
You can read the following paragraph or rework it in your own words: 

 

Say: I am from (insert church name), our church and your group are in the same neighbor-
hood. We are creating an Asset Map of our neighborhood’s businesses, organizations, and individu-
als. The goal of the Asset Map is to promote the positive parts of our neighborhood and connect the 
people who live and work here so that the neighborhood can become stronger. If you’re willing I’d 
love to ask you a few questions about your group. It won’t take more than 5 minutes. 

 

Many associations don’t have an online presence. Check it out before the interview and see if there is any-
thing you might learn. 
 

Name of Association: 
 

Primary Contact Information 

Name: 
Phone: 
Email: 
Address: 

 

What is the history of your group? 

Describe your group does. 
Is your group open to new people? 

Are you connected to any other groups in the neighborhood that we should interview? 

What is the best kept secret about your group you’d like the neighborhood to know? 


